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Truth Comes to Light editor’s commentary: 

Earlier today, I posted the David Icke video where he talks
about Q-Anon as a psyop. Now I am sharing the video below,
created by HighImpactFlix.

As much as I respect all freedom seekers and understand the
genuine love and courage of  ‘patriots’, it’s important
that we pay attention to how these beautiful aspects of our
humanity are being manipulated by those who seek to control
us. 

From the conversations I’ve had with people who followed
Q,  it seems many began to see for the first time that
there  are  very  dark  forces  controlling  us  through
governments and their militaries. This called them to start
researching so that they could understand more. Some read
with  interest  without  seeing  Qanon  as  some  sort  of
authority — but simply one more group of people seeking the
truth. They did not pin their hopes on timelines or ‘secret
intel’.  For those people, the Q phenomenon remains a part
of their personal wake up call.

However, there were also plenty who counted the words of
Qanon leadership to tell them what to do. Many tied this in
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with their faith in God and felt that those who didn’t
follow Q were unenlightened and unpatriotic. 

We  have  all  been  duped  many  times  within  this  life
experience.  As truth seekers, we look for answers and seek
information and insights that resonate with what we sense
to really be true. How many of us have found ourselves
participating in religions, military operations, political
campaigns, environmental activist groups, charities, etc.
that we later learned were not what they first appeared to
be when we joined? How many of us had to heal from the
complete disorientation of being raised in abusive families
controlled by people we tried to respect and love? 

Part of who we are is our beautiful vision of freedom for
all, our desire for peace without bloodshed, our longing to
participate in a society and within families that we can
truly trust. Those who seek to control us, know that about
us.  They also know we are not stupid, so they must include
a high percentage of truth in the propaganda mix or we
wouldn’t fall for it.  

It is not just about mind control but very much about heart
control  via  emotional  manipulation  and  blackmail.  All
religions  and  all  governments/militaries  use  loyalty,
belief, trust, self sacrifice and love in their “spells”
that ask for our obedience.  Many families and tribes do
the same thing.  Real love never requires blind obedience.
Real love respects freedom.

None of us has all the answers. Each of us is one of many
partially-blind humans touching the elephant. Together, in
our dedication to truth and freedom, we will see the whole
elephant that is standing here in our living room. Together
we will reimagine and change the script that has been
dominating this world for a very, very long time.

~ Kathleen Stilwell 1/22/2021



 

 

The Biggest Psy-Op in 100 Years Just Happened in Broad
Daylight!
by Brian of HighImpactFlix
January 22, 2021

 

Original video available at HighImpactFlix BitChute channel.

[As a service to protect truth from censorship and to share
widely, mirrored copies of this video are available at Truth
Comes to Light BitChute, Brighteon, Lbry/Odysee channels. All
credit, along with our sincere thanks, goes to the original
source of this video. Please follow links provided to support
their work.]

Connect with HighImpactFlix
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from January 2021

Article by Chris Menahan of Information Liberation:
‘Q-Anon’ Bears Striking Resemblance to Bolshevik Psy-Op
From 1920s Known As ‘Operation Trust’

Video by David Icke:
David Icke: Q-Anon Is a Psyop
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___

from October 2020 

Video  by  Bernard  Grover  with  Dr.  Joseph  P.  Farrell  and
Catherine Austin Fitts:

A Full Spectrum Analysis of the “Q” Phenomenon: Bernard
Grover w/ Dr. Joseph P. Farrell & Catherine Austin Fitts

___

from January 2018

Video by ‘Dark Journalist’ Daniel Liszt with Dr. Joseph P.
Farrell

Q-Anon: Disinformation Campaign Aimed at the Independent
Research Community?
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